
 

CLIENT OBJECTIVE  

A large, well-established Japanese  
asset manager needed to redirect internal 
resources towards higher growth strategies while 
improving governance and facilitating better 
investment decision-making  

Challenges 

• Legacy data estate complex, unstructured and inefficient 

• Data feeds sourced both directly from vendors and a third-party 

distributor, leading to a lack of standardization  

• In-house data team spending too much of its time managing data 

quality issues as well as having to manually manage changes in 

vendor methodologies 

• With multiple data users across the organization, the lack of a 

centralized data governance structure is suboptimal  

• Lack of Japanese speakers and inconsistent client service from its 

existing data partners 

The Rimes solution 

• With our local partner, Nomura Research Institute, Ltd. (NRI) we 
worked closely with our client to fully understand all their technical 
challenges and communication concerns 

• Using our award-winning Benchmark Data Service, we  
delivered a tailored and scalable benchmark and index  
feed, in the client’s desire file format, into its Enterprise Data 
Management platform 

• We took over the sourcing, validation and quality control  
of our client’s 200+ index feeds from multiple providers,  
delivering timely, quality data ready for immediate use  
throughout the organization  

• With Rimes taking over its existing operational data processes, our 
client has been able to redeploy its internal resources, helping to 
drive growth. We are confident that we can support them as their 
data needs grow  

• By working in partnership with both NRI and our client, we delivered a 
seamless client service without the language and cultural barriers 
they had previously experienced 

Streamlining data management  
to power growth 

 

Key highlights 

1,800+ 
data sources from more  
than 700 data partners 

Around-the-clock 
operational and  
technical support  

 
About Rimes 

Rimes provides transformative 
data management and 
investment intelligence 
solutions to the world’s leading 
investors and asset managers.  

Driven by our passion for 
solving the world’s most 
complex data problems, we 
partner with our clients to help 
them make better investment 
decisions using accurate 
information and industry-
leading technology.  

Headquartered in New York 
and London, Rimes serves its 
global clients through offices  
in Europe, Americas and  

Asia Pacific. 

Find out more at rimes.com 

http://www.rimes.com/
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